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Abstract— As novel storage model, cloud storage has gain
attentions from both the academics and industrial communities.
However along with variant advantages, it also brings new
challenges in maintaining data integrity and highly available
reliable data storage facility. The integrity of the data stored in
the service provider is one of challenges to be addressed
before the cloud storage is applied widely. Cost is also a major
issue in cloud computing when we are switching to multi cloud.
To address all the scenario we present a survey paper.
This survey paper is based on the recent research related to
single and multi cloud cost , security and availability based
scenario. This work aim to promote the use of multi cloud
environment over single cloud to reduce the risk.

Index Terms— cloud computing, data integrity, data intrusion,
service availability, cloud service provider.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is an internet based model for enabling
convenient on demand network access to shared recourses [1].
It provides various services over internet such as software
hardware, data storage, infrastructure. Cloud computing
providers delivers application via internet, which are access
from desktop and mobile apps.Cloud computing technology
grouped into three section: they are SaaS, PaaS, laaS[2] as
shown in fig.1. . SaaS(software as a service) it’s an on demand
application service. It eliminates the need of installing and
running application on customers own computers.PaaS
(platform as a service)it’s an on demand platform service to
host costumer application. It is a delivery of computer
platform and solution as a service.IaaS (infrastructure as a
service) in this user can benefit from networking
infrastructure services,datastorage and computing services.
Rather than purchasing server , software, data centre space
client can buy those resources as a fully outsourced service.
To accessed these cloud services security and reliability we
are using different models like: i) Using single service
provider. ii) Using multiple service providers. The weakness
of single service provider is that it can be easily be hacked by
intruders and if the service provider fails or down for some
technical reasons than client will not at all access his/her data.
The problem in Multiple service provider models is to
compromise the security because there is lack of security
technique used here but availability is up to the mark

Fig.1 Overview of Cloud computing

The reminder of paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discuss about issues in cloud computing. Section 3 new
security analysis in cloud computing. Section 4 discuss the
comparison of security issues and Section 5 will conclude the
paper.
II. ISSUES IN CLOUD COMPUTING
Before considering the cloud computing technology. It is
important to understand the risks involved. You should carry
out the risk assessment process before any control is handed
over the to a service provider.
A. Data storage and security
Many cloud service provider provide storage as a service. They take
the data from the user and stored on the large data centers, hence
providing a user means of storage. Although these service provider
says that data stored in a cloud is safe but there have been some
cases where data is been modified or lost due to security holes.
Various cloud provider adopt various technology to resolve the
problem of cloud data storage. The virtualized nature of cloud make
the traditional mechanism unstable for handling the security risks so
these service provider use different encrypting technique to
overcome these problems.
Another major
issue that is mostly neglected is of data
remanences.It refers to the data left out during tranfer.It cause
minimal security threat in private cloud computing offerings,
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however server security issues may emerge in case of public cloud
offerings as a result of data remanence.
Virtualization increases the security of cloud enviroment.With
virtualization a single machine can be divided into multiple virtual
machine, thus provide better data isolation. The vms provide the
security test bed for executing of untested code from entrusted user.
An hierarchical reputation system have been proposed in a paper [9]
for managing trust I n the cloud environment.

B. Application level security
Application level security refers to the usage of software and
hardware resources to provide the security to application such
as attackers are not make any changes in the application
formate.Now a days attacker launched them as a trusted user
and system consider them as trusted user and allow full access
to attacking party. The reason behind this is using outdated
network policies. With the technological advancement these
security policies become obsolete as there have been instances when
system security have been breached, but with the recent technology
advancements it is quit possible to imitate a trusted user. The threat
to application level security include sql injection attack ,dos attack
,captcha breaking , xss attack.
Hence, it is necessary to install high level security check to minimise
these risks.Thes traditional method to deal with increased security
issue have been to develop a task oriented asic device which can
handle the specific task and provide high level of security[10].But
with application level threat being dyanamic and adaptable to the
security check in place, these closed system have to observed to be
slow in compare to the open ended system.
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Fig. 2. Cloud computing architecture
In this work we observe that relaying on single service provider for
his out sourcing data is not very promising. The availability of the
data is not up to the mark. if suppose the cloud service provider goes
down due to any technical reason, then no one will access the data
from any where this means high availability violated as shown in fig
2.To address this issue we are switching from single service
provider to multiple service provider where we can store the
customer data into multiple service provider so that if any service
provider get down even then user can access their data as shown in
fig 3.
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C. Data intrusion

Another security risk that occurs in cloud computing
enviroment, such as the google doc cloud service is a hacked
password or data intrusion. If someone gain access to google
doc password then they will able to gain all account instance
and resources .The stolen password allow the hacker to
modify ,erase the full data and even disable the services.

CSP2
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Furthermore there is a possibility of hacking email [11] (google doc
user name ) to be hacked and since google allow the lost password to
be reset by email, the hacker may still able to access the account
after receiving the new password.

D. Single to multicloud
The use of cloud computing have increase in many
organization. The cloud computing provide a many benefit in
terms of cost and avalability.The pay per use model know as
cloud computing. One of the prominent service offer by cloud
computing is cloud data storage, in which subscriber don’t
want to store their data on their own server, instead of that
there data stored in cloud service provider. This service don’t
provide only flexibility and scalability for data storage but it
also provide the customer with the benefit of only for the
amount of data they need to store for the particular period of
time. In addition to these benefits customer can access their
data from anywhere as long as they are connected to internet.
Since the cloud service provider is the different market
entities, data integrity and privacy are the most common
issues that need to be address in cloud computing. Even
thought the cloud service provider have standard regulation
and power infrastructure to ensure the customer data privacy
and provide a better availability. The political influence might
become an issue with the availability of the service.

Fig. 3 Multi. cloud computing architecture

E. Data integrity
In cloud computing, data move to remotely cloud server
[12].cloud remotely store the data and get back to owner
whenever it needed. But there is no guarantee that the data
stored is not alter by cloud or third party auditor(TPA).In
order to overcome the threat of data integrity , the user must
be able to use the assist of TPA.The TPA have experience
about checking the integrity of a data, that cloud user do not
have, and that is difficult for the owner to check.
Data integrity is one of the important issues in cloud
computing. Because data integrity ensure that data is of high
quality, correct, consistent and accessiable.After moving the
data to cloud, user thought that there data are secured. The
hope may be fail some times, the user data may be alter or
deleted.
In this scenario it is important to verify the tempered or
deleted data
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F. Cost
Cost is also the one of the major issue in a cloud computing.
As the size of data increase the cost of data also increases, this
means cost is directly proportion to size of data. But there is
different cost in term of single cloud and multi cloud. Because
data stored in the multi cloud is to achieve high avalability,so
redundant data are store in multiple service provider then the
cost will be calculated by adding the cost of all service
provider that contain the redundant data that will be the total
cost[2]. There is one more factor by which cost will be
increase, i.e. algorithm, as the algorithm complexity increase
cost of service provider will also increase, which mean
algorithm complexity is directly proportional to cost.

III. NEW SECURITY ANALYSIS IN CLOUD COMPUTING

B. File division technique
In order to achieve secure, storage and access on outsource data in
the cloud we exploit the technique of multiple division to protect the
data files. Proposed model has enabled us to store data easily and
securely. As in this method dividing the data into multiple parts and
as the number of part increase the security of data also increase
because it is difficult for intruder to check all file to match the
content as shown in fig.2. Here we are not focusing on using any
technique for multiple division we can use any basic mechanism to
divide file to reduce the cost.
To illustrate this model we use example there are three clients
represented as a C1 and C2.And they stored there data in two
different cloud service provider its represent as CSP1 and CSP2.

client store there data in the CSP that data will be divided in
the form of multi division technique in the client side and that
multiple data stored in an redundant form into both the cloud
service provider simultaneously such that if any cloud service.

In this section we analyze the security mechanism related with
data integrity, data inrusion, and service availability.
A. Homomorphic token technique

Customers

In the cloud data storage system, users store their data in the cloud
and no longer possess the data locally. Thus, the correctness and
availability of the data files being stored on the distributed cloud
servers must be guaranteed. One of the key issues is to effectively
detect any unauthorized data modification and corruption, possibly
due to server compromise and/or random Byzantine failures.
Besides, in the distributed case when such inconsistencies are
successfully detected, to find which server the data error lies in is
also of great significance, since it can always be the first step to fast
recover the storage errors and/or identifying potential threats of
external attack.
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Fig. 4 A cost effective multi. cloud computing model

C. Depsky model
This section will explain the recent work that have been done
in the area of multi cloud. A virtual cloud storage system is
called depsky.It address the issue like data integrity ,
availability in multi cloud.

Fig. 3Towared secure storage multi. cloud computing architecture

To address these problems, our main scheme for ensuring cloud
data storage is presented in this section. The first part of the section
is devoted to a review of basic tools from coding theory that is
needed in our scheme for file distribution across cloud servers.
Then, the homomorphic token is introduced. The token computation
function we are considering belongs to a family of universal hash
function, chosen to preserve the homomorphic properties, which
can be perfectly integrated with the verification of erasure-coded
data. Subsequently, it is shown how to derive a challenge response
protocol for verifying the storage correctness as well as identifying
misbehaving servers. The procedure for file retrieval and error
recovery based on erasure correcting code is also outlined. Finally,
we describe how to extend our scheme to third party auditing with
only slight modification of the main design.

Fig. 5 A depsky architecture [3]

A depsky architecture [3] consist four cloud and each cloud uses its
own particular interfaces. The depsky algorithm exist in client
machine as a software library to communicate with cloud as shown
in fig.5.These four cloud are storage cloud, so there are no code to
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be executed. The depsky library allow only reading and writing
permission with the cloud storage.

D. Privacy protocol
Data and software process protocol steps executed by cloud
customers to add the privacy enforcement structure to the software
and data before transferring them to the cloud.
Privacy feedback protocol describe essential component that should
be considered and planned through when designing privacy aware
cloud service .The main aim of this protocol to inform user for the
various privacy mechanism applied on their data and make them to
aware of risk.

IV. COMPARING THE SECURITY ISSUES IN CLOUD
COMPUTING
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V. CONCLUSION
The end of this decade is marked by a paradigm shift of the
industrial information technology towards a pay-per-use service
business model known as cloud computing. Cloud data Storage
redefines the security issues targeted on customer’s outsourced data
(data that is not stored/retrieved from the costumers own servers). In
this work we observed that, from a customer’s point of view, relying
upon a solo SP for his outsourced data is not very promising, so we
are switching toward multi cloud. The cloud computing security is
still a major issue in cloud computing enviroment.in addition the
loss of service availability and data integrity are the major problem
for the customer.Furthermorte data intrusion increase so many
problem to the user of cloud computing.
The purpose of this work is to focus on the security issue and cost
related with single cloud as well as multi cloud. Much research has
been done on the single cloud and more research are going in the
area of multi cloud to overcome these cost and security issue as well.
we support the migration on multi cloud.
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